
 

 

TDDC88/TDDC93: Software Engineering  

Lab 3 

SOFTWARE TESTING 

 

Objectives: 

1)  To learn how to create a test case and run it in the JUnit framework. 
2)  To get more familiar with the software testing in small scale. 
3)  To get familiar with Test-driven development (TDD) process 
4)  To evaluate the test result and improve the test case with better heuristics 

Recommended Reading 

We recommend the following sources of information: 

• Pfleeger and Atlee: Chapters 8 & 9. 

• Lecture slides from lecture 7 & 8. 

• General information about JUnit and how to write test cases: http://junit.org/    

• The JUnit FAQ: http://junit.sourceforge.net/doc/faq/faq.htm   

• Testing an expected exception: http://junit.sourceforge.net/doc/faq/faq.htm#tests_6   

• Myers’ 14 questions: http://tinyurl.com/n3acs7    

• Information about Selenium: http://seleniumhq.org/   

 

Prerequisites 

 
To install eclipse:  
   module add prog/eclipse/2021.12 
   eclipse 
 
 

Part A – Unit Testing and Junit 
 
Unit Testing refers to testing every module/unit separately in order to find failures in its code. 
Experience has showed that testing each part of the project individually saves much time in the 
software life cycle. Moreover, combining these tested parts performs better together more 
properly. 
 

http://junit.org/
http://junit.sourceforge.net/doc/faq/faq.htm
http://junit.sourceforge.net/doc/faq/faq.htm#tests_6
http://tinyurl.com/n3acs7
http://seleniumhq.org/


 

 

JUnit makes a good connection between development and testing. While programmers develop 
an application they can use the functionality of JUnit and to run tests to find out whether the unit 
works as it is expected. This kind of test-driven approach is commonly used in practice, 
especially when using approaches such as extreme programming 

 
Tasks 

In this section, we first learn how we can create a test case based on a program in Eclipse, and 
how we can run this test case via JUnit and evaluate the result. Secondly, you will write the 
assigned program, its test case, and run the test case against the program to verify whether it 
performs correctly. 

Task One: Introduction 

This task consist of an example that will introduce you to JUnit step-by-step.  

A. First of all, we need a program (implementation of requirements) to test. The below program 
converts an ASCII string to the sum of its characters represented as a Binary string i.e. adds up 
the values (ASCII) of strings , character by character, and show the sum as a binary digit. Create 
a new Java project and copy the following code into the eclipse and save as ChekcStr.java1 
Note: All source methods in the class under test must be public or protected, not private, in order 
to be tested by JUnit. If the method in the class under test is private, the test class must be in the 
same package. 
 
public class ChekcStr { 
public ChekcStr() {} 
public String convert(String str) { 
return binarise(total(str)); 
} 
public int total(String str) { 
if(str=="") return 0; 
if(str.length()==1) return ((int)(str.charAt(0))); 
return ((int)(str.charAt(0)))+total(str.substring(1)); 

} 
public String binarise(int givenstrvalue) { 
if(givenstrvalue==0) return ""; 
if(givenstrvalue %2==1) return "1"+binarise(givenstrvalue/2); 
return "0"+binarise(givenstrvalue/2); 
} 
} 

B. The next phase is to pass through JUnit wizards to create a test case. JUnit convention is that 
there is a test class created for every application class that does not contain GUI code. Usually all 
paths through each method in a class are tested in a unit test; however, you do not need to test 
trivial getter and setter methods.  Now,  select the directory (usually unittests/) that you wish to 
create the test case class in. There are at least four ways to create a JUnit Test Case Class: 

1. Select File > New > JUnit Test Case 

 
1  ChekcStr.java can also be downloaded from lab home page 



 

 

2. Select the arrow  of the button in the upper left of the toolbar. Select JUnit Test 
Case 

3. Right click on a package in the Package Explorer view in the Java Perspective, and select 
JUnitTestCase, or 

4. Click on the arrow  of the icon in the toolbar. Select JUnit Test Case. 
 

 
 • Check to make sure that you are creating the TestCase in the proper package.  
 • Select “New Junit 3 test”  
• Give the test case a name. 
• Use the Browse button to search for a different super class. The default super class is   

junit.framework.TestCase. 
• Check which method stubs you would like to create. You can create a main method, setUp(), 

tearDown(), or a constructor(), but all of these are optional. A constructor is only run when the 
test case class is first instantiated, but the setUp() and tearDown() methods are run before and 



 

 

after, respectively, each test case is run. (Also remember to click Add Junit 3 library to build 
path , if this hasn't been done). 

• You can browse the application that you are creating for a class that you wish to test, or this could 
be left blank if you will generate the class while creating the test. 
If you selected a "Class Under Test" you can click the Next button, otherwise click Finish. You 
will be able to select which methods in the class under test that you want to write test cases for. 
The method signatures will be created for you. Click Finish. The new test case class will be open 
in the editor. 
 
 

 
 
 
C. The third step is creating a test case to check if the code performs its intended goal. Below, is 
a test case example. Copy the test code below into the eclipse and save as ChekcStrTest.java2 
 
import junit.framework.*; 
public class ChekcStrTest extends TestCase { 

 
2  ChekcStrTest.java can also be downloaded from lab home page 



 

 

private ChekcStr ChekcStr; 
public ChekcStrTest(String name) { 
super(name); 
} 
protected void setUp() { 
ChekcStr = new ChekcStr(); 
} 
public void FuncInTest() { 
int expected = 0; 
assertEquals(expected, ChekcStr.total("")); 
expected = 100; 
assertEquals(expected, ChekcStr.total("d")); 
expected = 265; 
assertEquals(expected, ChekcStr.total("Add")); 
} 

public void testBinariseFunction() { 
String expected = "101"; 
assertEquals(expected, ChekcStr.binarise(5)); 
expected = "11111100"; 
assertEquals(expected, ChekcStr.binarise(252)); 

} 
public void testTotalConversion() { 
String expected = "1000001"; 
assertEquals(expected, ChekcStr.convert("A")); 
} 
} 

 
 
D. Every thing is ready to run the test case against the program. There are three ways to run 
JUnit Test Cases or Test Suites. 
• You can right click on the test case class or test suite class and select Run As > JUnit Test. 
• You can select a test case or suite and click the arrow on the icon or select Run from the 
toolbar, and select Run As > JUnit Test. 
• You can select a test case or suite and click the arrow on the icon or select Run from the 
toolbar, and select Run... From here you will create a new JUnit test configuration, and name it. 
You can choose to run a single test case, or run all test cases in a project or folder. You can see: 
FAILURES!!! 
Tests run: 2, Failures: 1, Errors: 0 

The test results indicate that an error happened in the function. Fix the error and show it to 
instructors.  
 



 

 

Task Two: Lab Assignment 

Personal Number 

Here you are supposed to develop a software, based on test-driven development (TDD) process. 

To this end, you should have the followingg steps in your development:  

1. Add a test that fails 

3. Make the code work 

4. Run the test to see if it passes 

5. Modify and revise the code (eliminate redundancy) 

 The details of the class that you are supposed to implement are as follows. Write a class that 

represents the Swedish personal number and then a test case for it.  A Swedish personal number 

consist of 10 digit number: YYMMDD-XYZC. 

• The first six digits represents the date of birth with year, month and day, for example 

640823  which is 23rd of August 1964.  

• The following three digits, XYZ, is a serial number, where Z represents the persons sex. 

If the person is a female  Z is an even number and odd if the person is male.  

• The last digit, C, is a checksum and is calculated in the following manner: 

◦ Multiply the the digits in the date and serial number with 2, 1, 2, 1,...  

For example: 

6  4  0  8  2  3 –  3 2 3 

2  1  2  1  2  1    2 1 2 

12,4, 0, 8, 4, 3,   6,2,6 

◦ Add the resulting digits: 1+2+4+0+8+4+3+6+2+6=36 

▪ If a resulting number is larger than 10, it becomes the sum of the digits, for example 12 

→ 1+2 

◦ Take the last digit from the sum (the 6 in the above example)  and subtract it from 10.  

In the example it will be 10-6 = 4, the resulting number is the check sum C.  

▪ If the result is 10 then the checksum C is 0. 

 

The  definition  from the Swedish  tax agency can be found here:   

https://www4.skatteverket.se/rattsligvagledning/edition/2021.7/330242.html 

 

The Personal number class shall have the following methods: 

• getDate() should return the date of birth, YYMMDD in some form. 

https://www4.skatteverket.se/rattsligvagledning/edition/2021.7/330242.html


 

 

• getYear() only return the year 

• getMonth() only return the month 

• getSex() return if the person is male of female (returning just Z is not allowed). 

• getCheckSum() return the checksum digit 

• When instantiating a personal number class, give the personal number to the constructor 

as a parameter.  

• It shall not be possible to instantiate an invalid personal number. If the instantiation fails 

an exception shall be thrown.   

• Divide the problem of checking if a personal number is valid into sub-problems. 

 

You are free to choose the types (integers, strings etc.) for your class by yourself, still you shall be 
able to motivate your choices. If needed, you can add more member functions, it is then a good 
idea to make unit tests for them! Before going through all the required details of the class, 
implement a skeleton for the code, and then try to complete it by using the mentioned sequences 
for a TDD process for each part of it. At least you should have the following test cases for a class 
that represents the Swedish personal number: 

1. A test case for checking the accuracy of checksum calculation 

2. A test case for getDate() method 

3. A test case for getYear() method 

4. A test case for getMonth() method 

5. A test case for getSex() method 

 
Hints: 

• Do not forget to check the number of days in a month and if it is a leap year. 
• To be able to call a member method belonging to an uninstantiated class the method has 

to be static. 
 
 

Examination part A 

When you are done with part A (task two) and ready to demonstrate your solutions for the 
personal number, contact your assistant during a lab occasion. He/she will ask you some 
questions. Be prepared to show the code and explain implementation details if you are asked to. 
You don't need to hand in anything.  
 



 

 

Part B – A Theoretical Study of Selenium  
Selenium is a suite of tools for testing web based applications. It can be used together with 

different testing frameworks such as JUnit and there is a variety of different types of testing that 

can be done using Selenium. Your task is to perform a theoretical study of Selenium and write a 

short essay (about 2-4 pages) where you discuss the following:  

• Explain the use of web testing. Is it needed and why? What do we want to test?  

• What is Selenium, how does it work and which components does it contain?  

• Which types of tests can be done using Selenium?  

• Look up two of the testing frameworks that can be used together with Selenium and 

explain how they are combined with Selenium and why.  

• What is Selenium Grid and when can it be useful?  

• Describe a web based application / system for which you wouldn’t use Selenium for web 

testing and explain why.  

Examination – Exercise B 

Send in your study of Selenium as described above, as a PDF-file or plain text, to your lab  assistant 
using his/her urkund-address3 which is stated on the lab page. 
  
As always: do not plagiarize, formulate the information that you find with your own words, use 
references and add you own thoughts. 
 

 
3 Urkund is a “anti-cheating system”, students send their documents to their teachers specific urkund-adress using 

e-mail. For more information see www.urkund.se  

http://www.urkund.se/
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